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Hi –

I’m Doland White. I help successful companies who are stuck in their current thinking 
or not growing/scaling fast enough to fix their culture and grow their revenue.

I focus first on discovering what’s holding them back, and then help create a system 
of culture, leadership and processes that sustains deliberate growth.

This short guide will show you how to be an effective leader in this new “remote 
team” based economy and business world.

The Leader’s Guide For Successful 
Remote Teams™

If you don’t have an organization that’s built on a 
Trust Enabled Framework™, you can spend hours 
and hours planning for a result that may never 
come.

Recent statistics show that up to 30% of the 
workforce is not planning on returning to a “brick-
and-mortar” office environment. 

The Trust Enabled Framework helps you establish 
an effective approach to creating a successful team.

The Trust Enabled Framework™

The framework provides a method for leaders to shift 
from a chain-of-command management approach to 
one structured around trust and enablement. The 
framework enables companies who are pivoting from 
risk to liquidity to growth in a changed economy to 
quickly adapt. Companies who implement the Trust 
Enabled Framework will help their remote teams thrive 
and attain levels of success.



Start With Your Leaders

Authentic leadership is 
much more than authority 
and recognition from the 
outside world. Authentic 
leadership is all about 
developing people and 
helping others reach their 
full potential.

Examine the 
leaders in your 
organization –
those who were 
leaders before 
may not be 
leaders today

Leadership is defined simply as co-creating coordinated movement. 

Being a leader, in this definition, means you can capture the essentials of being 
able and prepared to inspire others. Authentic leadership is based upon 
leveraging imagination and ideas that are communicated to others in a way 
that engages them enough to act in coordinated manner to accomplish a 
specific outcome.

Developing and honing this leadership skill is critical to “leading” remote 
teams to their successful outcomes.

Start With Your Leaders



Create Business Context 
For Your Leadership 
Team

Most companies fail to set 
context for their leaders. 
They take a chain of 
command approach and 
assign “things” that need 
to be managed. 

Every leader 
needs to have an 
understanding of
the organization's 
business context

There’s a big difference between leading and managing the state of “things” 
that occur in any organization. Although the office is not obsolete yet, we’re in 
the midst of a transition that’s going to take more time than many may have 
expected.

Your employees are looking for ways to work effectively with colleagues and 
stay connected to the company. Leaders who have a clear understanding of 
business context can ease employee concerns by helping them establish 
effective communication and collaboration channels.  These channels create 
ease and velocity.

Create Business Context For 
Your Leadership Team



Creating Business Context

One of the the best definitions 
of business context is: 
background, environment, 
framework, setting, or situation 
surrounding an event or 
occurrence

It is imperative for leaders to 
understand your business

context with as much clarity as 
possible.

The business context is used 
by leadership to identify key 
implications for the execution 
of its strategies and the 
resulting outcomes. 

q Define and document the 
single most important role of 
each team member 

q Define outcome(s) with specifics 
and at each level of leadership

q Document the “current-” and 
“future-state” 

q Create a well-defined 
understanding of the “for the 
sake of what

q Enable communication channels 
– with a focus on removing 
bottlenecks

q Document service level 
agreements within the leadership 
structure for collaboration, 
support and escalation

q Focus on drivers that lead to new 
or changing needs

q Identify opportunities to create 
new business or efficiencies

Create Business Context



Create Trusted Team 
Alignment That Includes 
Responsibility and 
Accountability

Remember that your folks 
are remote. In a lot of cases 
you are breaking the 
“office-life” to “personal-
life” boundary.

Messages and 
actions leaders 
make now matter 
greatly and are 
meaningful to 
many employees

The way actions are communicated may need to be more customized and 
targeted, so they feel more relevant and inspiring to your employees. Don’t 
assume you know what people want or need. Give your team ways to share 
their personal situations or challenges if they choose to do so and 
communicate their needs.

You won't get the accountability you need by micro-managing. Dictating their 
hours may prove to be a choice that limits their support and commitment. 
Rather, provide your team with an accountability structure that is tuned to be 
both individual, team and corporate.

Create Trusted Team Alignment That 
Includes Responsibility and 

Accountability



Trusted Team Alignment

Use a trust enabled framework 
that promotes the opportunity 
for individual success and 
team accomplishment.  Give 
your team members 
permission to be engaged, 
active and imperfect.

q Create a team structure that 
helps everyone understand 
their role in accomplishing 
the outcome

q Empower each member to 
act on their portion of the 
outcome without fear of 
retaliation or judgement

q Seek consensus on how to 
track and monitor progress

Accountable: the person who 
is ultimately answerable for the 
activity or decision to be made

Responsible: refers to the 
person who completes the 
task

Consulted: the adviser for the 
given task or entire project

q Provide guidance to everyone on 
how to prioritize activities for 
impact – create a what not to do 
approach

q Support the concepts of 
imperfection and a KAIZEN

q Give everyone a big RED button 
and empower their ability to act

Trusted Team Alignment



Provide A Framework 
For Mindset and 
Communication

Without a trusted 
framework that encourages 
the recognition of the 
importance of mindset and 
communication, your team 
will not reach its potential 
velocity.

Mindset (noun)

the established set 
of assumptions, 
methods, or 
notations held by 
someone

Mindset and communication go hand in hand. They stand together and are tightly 
coupled in the success of your teams. As a matter of fact, they are so closely 
coupled that one without the other will create opportunity for failure.

A Growth Mindset is rooted in the belief that intelligence and talent can be 
developed through hard work, dedication, and feedback from others. This exists in 
direct contrast to a Fixed Mindset which stems from the notion that intellect, talent, 
or ability is innate (either you have it or you don’t).

With a fixed mindset, you might know the theory of effective communication, but 
you won’t be able to put it into practice. With a growth mindset, you’ll be able to 
harness skills to improvements to your communication style.

Provide A Framework For 
Mindset And Communcation



Mindset and Communication
There’s a direct correlation 
between your mindset and how 
you communicate – as well as, 
your team’s mindset and what 
they accomplish. 

Cultivate a growth mindset and 
enable a communication 
framework that encourages 
participation and candor.

q Hold daily 15-minute meetings 
in a SCRUM(like) standup 
format to focus on 3 things

(1) what did you do yesterday
(2) what are you working on 
today
(3) what are your roadblocks

q Establish open clarity and 
specific agreement on “who is 
responsible/accountable”

q Support real-time 
communication

q Share – with transparency –
company objectives and 
challenges with the team

q Maintain establish rituals

q Stop using email for everything

q Create a list of “house rules” on 
behavior, resiliency and 
communications

q Provide opportunity for everyone 
to communicate their feelings 
and concerns – “to be heard”

q Remove any concerns about 
punitive action when a mistake 
occurs

q Provide both formal and in-
formal communication channels

q Implement ”no back biting”

Mindset And Communication



Build Stronger 
Culture And Teams
Fewer than half (47%) of 
employees who were forced 
to stop working or work 
remotely say safety measures 
like wearing masks or 
reconfiguring layouts to 
promote physical distancing 
will make them more 
comfortable returning to the 
office.

Build in protocols 
that enable leaders 
to work with their 
teams effectively

How leaders embrace co-creating coordinated movement now matters greatly 
and is even more meaningful to teams, customers and other stakeholders.

Personalizing your communication strategy, customizing benefits to help 
people overcome individual challenges and adjusting your approach 
encourages more opportunities for two-way dialogue. That dialog framework 
will be pivotal to the continued success of your remote teams.

Build Stronger Culture 
And Teams



Caring for Your Teams
If you want to build a stronger, 
more successful remote team, 
you have to be deliberate 
about creating culture and 
connections. 

Managing for the stress of our teams working from home will be a 
critical component for success. We may decide to continue to 
dress and act in a professional manner, but kids, pets, significant 
others, neighbors (etc.) will likely interrupt the decorum of the 
remote office. Trust that your teams are doing their best to work 
within the confines of their environment.

Be aware of your team's stress level. They are bombarded with 
news and family-life on an almost nonstop basis. This constant 
bombardment can create stressful reactions that can be difficult 
for them to manage.

Removing that “wall” that keeps 
everyone comfortable by separating 
work from home-life will create a 
degree of anxiety.  Your team 
members will be living life 
transparently in front of fellow team 
members, leaders and executives. 

Encourage your team to take time for 
wellness. Getting away from the laptop 
will increase focus, productivity and 
reduce stress.

Caring For Your Teams



Final Tips For Leaders

Create Community
Build a virtual community. Host a weekly huddle to 
introduce new team members and share 
accomplishments

Vision
Make sure your vision is genuine. Your vision is meaningless 
if it's not authentic.  Actively foster buy-in. Communicate 
your vision - and explain it.

Values
Communicate your values. Identify your company's core 
values and make sure they are true guideposts for you and 
your team. Then let everyone know about them. Give a 
shout-out team members who exemplify your core values. 

Communication
Walk the “virtual-floor” of your office.  Create a cadence of 
doing one-on-one(s) with your directs.

In a recent survey, individuals were asked which of the following could your 
company provide that would make you feel more confident in your ability to 
do your job?

Caring leadership behaviors with an emphasis on humility, empathy, compassion

Investment in wellbeing programs

Communicate frequently and be open with internal and external stakeholders

A clear and fair process to manage difficult decisions

Transparent communication about the financial health of the business

36%

33%

32%

30%

29%

*Source PWC 07/20



The Trust Enabled 
Framework™

The Trust Enabled Framework™ 
was created specifically to 
address the complexities and 
challenges being faced by 
business with the intent to 
accelerate their recovery and 
increase financial growth post 
COVID-19.

This guide focuses on a portions of 
the framework and leverages 
successful experiences from 30+ 
years of leading remote individuals, 
teams and leaders across global 
boundaries. 

Your Next Steps …
Here are two ways to get started 
right now with creating a 
deliberately successful company 
and adopting the concepts 
presented here.

Let’s Get On A Call …

If you’re ready to get hands on, 
book a 20-minute call with me and 
we’ll talk about your current 
situation – and I’ll share information 
about the Trust Enabled 
Framework™ and what it may mean 
to your business.

Book A FREE One-Hour 
Workshop …

Invite me to talk to your leadership 
team and I’ll share this content –
and more. In that one-hour virtual 
workshop I’ll provide insights that 
are focused on helping your 
leadership team leave the call with 
actionable steps.

Book a Call Workshop

Time To Take Action …

https://calendly.com/dolandwhite/20minutes
https://calendly.com/dolandwhite/60minutes


For more information about 
my business and the clients I 
serve visit my website at 
www.dolandwhite.com

Follow me on social media:

FACEBOOK LINKEDIN INSTAGRAM

DOLAND WHITE
Doland White Consulting

4627 Moresby Drive, Ste 200
Torrance, California 90505

+1 (310) 947-2948
doland@dolandwhite.com

www.dolandwhite.com

http://www.dolandwhite.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dolandewhite/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dolandwhite/
https://www.instagram.com/dolandwhite.me/

